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Abstract: The eSports industry has exploded, in no small part due to the ease with which exciting matches may be watched. Many modern video games stream game user inputs to viewers, rather than bandwidth-intensive video. These game input streams can be used by the viewers’ game clients to perfectly reproduce a match in real-time. In World Chess U.S. v. Chessgames Services, a U.S. District Court held that allegedly pilfered chess game moves, as facts, were neither subject to copyright protection nor eligible for ‘hot news’ misappropriation. But might video game input streams (as facts, per the World Chess court) nonetheless be eligible for copyright protection to the extent that the input data corresponds to a copyright-eligible game performance? After all, input streams are significantly more granular and exacting than mere chess game moves: they capture millisecond-by-millisecond input and effectuate perfect reproducibility of gameplay, rather than a mere description thereof. This article explores the copyright issues under U.S. law presented by live streaming of video game inputs and proposes that video game input streams are, to the extent that they are usable to perfectly generate a faithful recreation of a gameplay performance, copyright-eligible and owned by the player of the game.
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1. Introduction

It is well-established that facts are ineligible for copyright protection in the United States. In an attempt to avoid this principle, many plaintiffs have argued that the so-called ‘hot news’ doctrine provides a unique remedy for misappropriation of ‘hot’ facts wherein efforts were taken to collect those facts, and the value in those facts is in their newness or recent discovery. But the ‘hot news’ doctrine is limited at best, applicable only to the narrowest of circumstances. For example, in World Chess US, Inc. v. Chessgames Services LLC, No. 1:16-CV-08629 (S.D. N.Y. November 11, 2016) (‘World Chess’), the court found that ‘it is well-established that sports scores and events, like players’ moves in [a chess championship], are facts not protectable by copyright’ or by the hot news doctrine.

But what would the result of World Chess be if the ‘facts’ were significantly more complex and granular, such that they were not so readily described as facts in the first place? Rather than a finite number of possible moves per turn, what if a chess game involved a seemingly endless series of possible inputs and outputs on a millisecond-by-millisecond basis? Rather than an 8 by 8 board with specified movement rules for each piece, what if the board permitted exponentially larger directions and degrees of movement, and allowed each player to move each millisecond? Returning to the sports world, what if a computer were capable of perfectly observing and replicating a sports performance, such as the exact movements of a baseball player down to an atomic level? Would such information remain copyright-ineligible? After all, while the act of shooting a three-pointer is almost certainly far from creative, the unique combination of movements and strategy implemented by (some) athletes may very well comprise something minimally creative, rather than a purely mechanical arrangement of movements.

These questions are not merely hypothetical, but precisely the concerns presented in the context of eSports. In many video games, recordings of gameplay input – often called ‘replays’ or ‘demos’ – are able to perfectly replicate a player’s gameplay when executed by game software. As early as id Software’s DOOM, such game input data has
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been saved and used in order to reproduce a player’s past gameplay. Today, game input data can be used for broader purposes. For example, many extremely popular Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (‘MOBA’) and First Person Shooter (‘FPS’) games, like Valve Software’s Dota 2 and Ubisoft’s Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six Siege, stream popular eSports competitions by transmitting input data to viewers’ game clients, in effect offloading the task of rendering gameplay onto viewers’ computers. Viewers are thereby given a better ability to control their viewing experience (e.g. the ability to move a camera around the game field).

It seems extremely unlikely that input streams would be eligible for protection via the ‘hot news’ doctrine, as used in World Chess: as explored in this paper, the ‘hot news’ doctrine is all but nonexistent in the modern era. But are such input streams eligible for copyright protection under existing copyright law? And if so, who would own such a copyright? On one hand, it may seem strange that a player’s series of key presses for the purpose of playing a video game may be an original work of authorship by that player embodying a ‘modicum of creativity,’ particularly in a legal regime where chess game moves are ‘facts’ ineligible for copyright protection. On the other hand, an author must only contribute something more than a ‘merely trivial variation’ to be creative for the purposes of creating copyrightable work; and gameplay presents countless opportunities for a player’s creative expression in the pursuit of victory. While chess moves are easily described (e.g. ‘knight to f3’), input information is not so easily described and is used merely as a tool for recreating gameplay output, similar to how a player piano roll triggers a series of piano keys to generate a musical performance. And, even if an individual key press or mouse movement might not be creative, the key presses and mouse movements made in a video game may, in combination, entail at least a modicum of creativity. After all, this very article was constructed using a series of key presses and mouse movements, and (hopefully) few would argue that it lacks at least a modicum of creativity.

This article argues the case that current United States copyright law grants limited copyright protection to video game players’ input streams, such as those used in popular eSports games like Riot Games’ League of Legends and Valve Software’s Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. This article begins in Section 2 by discussing input streams and replays, including their use in popular eSports titles. Section 3 provides a review of copyright law, including the history of copyright protection over performances. Section 4 discusses the World Chess case and analyzes issues relating to the legal protection of gameplay information. Section 5 argues for limited copyright protection for perfectly reproducible input streams, such as those in video games. Section 6 concludes the article.

2. eSports and the growing value of gameplay input data

The growing value of input data in video games, particularly as used to stream eSports matches, has raised an interesting question: could such input streams be copyrightable? And if so, who owns them?

eSports has been growing worldwide both in popularity and in value. eSports is, in essence, competitive video game playing: eSports athletes play multiplayer games (usually popular titles like Ubisoft’s Tom Clancy’s Rainbow Six Siege or Valve Software’s Dota 2) against one another in competitions, often for a prize. Such competitions are increasingly broadcast, including on ESPN. As of 17 February, 2018, popular game streaming website Twitch.tv (“Twitch”) had over 100 million monthly unique visitors, 15 million daily active users, and 2.2 million monthly broadcasters. These viewer figures suggest that Twitch averages more viewers than some major news networks. North America hosts only 28% of eSports events; there were over 400 eSports events held worldwide in 2017, each with a prize pool exceeding $5,000. To even start an eSports franchise, some game companies are charging as much as $20 million. Such franchise fees are but a pittance in view of the profitability of gaming as a whole, as global revenue for video games already exceeds that of the music industry.

6 While this article exclusively analyzes United States law, similar arguments may be made worldwide, particularly given the global popularity of eSports.
by $20 billion, and the industry is rapidly approaching the profitability of the movie industry. The gaming industry is particularly proud of that fact: Activision recently released a press release bragging that Call of Duty: WWII made more money in its first three days of release than the theatrical box office openings of Thor: Ragnarok and Wonder Woman combined.13

Many video games are streamed live to the Internet in a manner similar to the way in which a live football game is streamed on the Internet. While popular eSports matches may be streamed by a broadcaster (e.g. ESPN), many gamers, whether part of eSports or not, elect to stream their own games. Gamers which stream their live gameplay on websites like Twitch (so-called ‘streamers’) use popular streaming tools such as Open Broadcaster Software (‘OBS’)14 to capture, encode, and broadcast their video game to the world. Streams generated using such tools are merely video streams, not dissimilar to those used to disseminate webcam video, television shows, or the like. Such streams are of increasingly high quality thanks to advances in streaming technology and worldwide bandwidth: the vast majority of Twitch streams are at least 720p,15 with 1080p/60fps streaming recently made available.16

But conventional video streaming has limitations: sending a 720p or 1080p video stream to viewers around the world can be extremely bandwidth-intensive and inefficient. Twitch recommends that streamers provide at least 1800-2500 kbps of bandwidth for optimal performance,17 but this only tells part of the story: this data must ultimately be transmitted to hundreds, if not thousands, of viewers worldwide. This extensive data use is increasingly a large part of overall Internet traffic: by 2021, video (including Internet video and IP video on demand) will make up a whopping 82% of Internet traffic.18

A perhaps better option for streaming, explored by some game companies in recent years, is to allow fans to watch video game matches using their own copy of the same game. Rather than sending a video stream to thousands of fans at once, game companies instead allow players and tournament organizers to stream games by broadcasting game data from individual game clients (e.g. the game clients of the players), which may be used by fans’ computers (e.g. via their own game clients) to recreate the game. The benefits of this process are numerous: more efficient use of bandwidth, better video quality, and, of course, additional marketing and promotional opportunities for the game creator.

An example of the distinction between video streaming and input streaming illustrates the convenience of the latter. As noted above, a video stream may require 1800-2500 kbps of upload bandwidth for optimal performance.19 Once received by a viewer, the viewer’s computer may process and display the received video stream in the same manner that, for example, they might process and display a movie on Netflix. In contrast, for input streams, orders of magnitude less data need be used. For example, one player of Valve Software’s Dota 2 reported a total of 57.86 MB downloaded and 13.30 MB uploaded for a 42 minute game,20 suggesting a transmission rate of slightly less than 4 kbps. In contrast, at absolute minimum and at lowest settings, Netflix requires 500 kbps of bandwidth.21

Whether live (as a ‘stream’) or recorded and stored for later (as a ‘replay’), such input streams provide an exact or near-exact replica of gameplay, albeit rendered through a video game client instead of multimedia software.22 As explained by Patrick Dickinson in Gamasutra:

[A] more elegant approach is to make use of the inherent predictability of computer software: The same sequence of operations performed on the same set of data will always produce the same result. It is reasonable to conclude that a sequence of game play may be precisely reproduced by recording only the initial state of the game, along with the player’s inputs. The initial state can then be restored, and the recorded inputs
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One caveat in implementing such a system is that the game must necessarily be deterministic – that is, the exact same inputs must produce the exact same output. While special effects and rendering may be varied (e.g. a game event may be viewed from a different perspective or on different graphical settings), key game aspects such as game physics, artificial intelligence, gameplay, and animations must be deterministic. After all, there would be little point in a replay that did not actually duplicate game events. This process is easier said than done: as detailed in a blog post by Auston Montville, developer of games such as *Sportsball* and *Catdate*, the process of implementing determinism in engines like Unity requires, among many other steps, re-programming various engine functions to be purely deterministic.

Such input-deterministic functionality isn’t exactly new. *id* Software’s *DOOM* and *DOOM II*, released in 1993 and 1994 respectively, had the ability to record and reproduce game replays using recorded user input. Interestingly, in order to ensure determinism but still give the impression that certain aspects of the game (e.g. demon movement) were random, games like *DOOM* based events that appeared to be random on user input, such that the same exact sequence of input would result in the same ‘random’ event(s).

Most major competitive eSports titles have some form of input recording and/or input streaming functionality. Riot Games’ *League of Legends* uses proprietary (.rofl) files to store replays which may be viewed and converted into video files in-client. Valve Corporation’s Source engine, used by both *Dota 2* and *Counter-Strike: Global Offensive*, uses Source demo (.dem) files which ‘basically store … packets right off the wire.’ Similarly, both games have the ability to stream game data corresponding to game inputs, rather than broadcast video data.

This trend raises an interesting question, as will be explored below: is the content in replay files, such as .rofl or .dem files, copyrightable? Is there copyright in a collection of keystrokes and mouse clicks generated by a player during a game?

### 3. U.S. copyright law and the hot news doctrine

To evaluate whether there may be copyright in video game activity, we must first discuss what copyright does – and does not – protect.

Copyright law protects ‘original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression … from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.’ The ‘original’ requirement requires (1) independent creation and (2) a ‘modicum of creativity.’ The ‘modicum of creativity’ bar is quite low: an author must merely contribute a ‘trivial’ variation, and courts refuse to judge artistic merit. Original ‘works of authorship’ may include, among other things, pantomimes and choreographic works, motion pictures and other audiovisual works, and sound recordings.

---
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The owner of such a copyright has the right, ‘in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the copyrighted work publicly.’ The phrase ‘fixed in a tangible medium of expression’ need not imply perfect reproducibility: dance choreographers, for example, routinely use dance notation, film, and/or computer software to meet the fixation requirement.

But copyright law explicitly does not protect ‘any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied.’ Perhaps most importantly for the purposes of this paper, facts are not copyrightable. After all, ‘[w]here an author able to prevent subsequent authors from using concepts, ideas, or facts contained in his or her work, the creative process would wither.

Admittedly, the distinction between a fact and copyrightable subject matter can be blurry. A creative compilation of facts, such as a uniquely-edited telephone directory, may be copyright-eligible, whereas the underlying facts (e.g. a particular person’s telephone number) are not. The rationale is, among other considerations, that ‘facts are not created or originated by the author of any work which embodies the fact.’ As such, courts have devised various tests to distinguish between creative compilations of facts and mere facts themselves, and factual compilations may be copyrightable.

While a full discussion of how facts are defined under United States copyright law is beyond the scope of this paper, it suffices to say here that the line is blurry at best, with substantial emphasis placed on how a creator might use facts to create a work.

A commonly-asserted exception to the concept that facts are not copyrightable is the so-called ‘hot-news exception’ to copyright law, which originated in ‚International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215 (1918) (‘International News’). In ‚International News, the Associated Press (‘AP’) alleged that the International News Service (‘INS’) was, among other things, unlawfully stealing the news from the AP. While the AP alleged that the INS committed a number of unlawful acts to pirate their news, the INS appealed but one issue to the Supreme Court: whether the INS could be lawfully restrained from copying news from public AP bulletin boards. The issue was whether ‘one who has gathered general information or news at pains and expense for the purpose of subsequent publication through the press has such an interest in its publication as may be protected from interference.’ The Court ruled that some protection did attach, thereby creating the hot news doctrine.

The Court’s ruling in ‚International News Service‘ was based not on theory of copyright, but as a ‘quasi property‘ right rooted, at least in part, in unfair competition law. As noted by the Court, a ‘news element’ – the information respecting current events contained in the literary production – is not the creation of the writer, but is a report of matters that ordinarily are ‚publici juris;‘ it is the history of the day. But the Court noted ‘peculiar value‘ in spreading [the news] while it is fresh, and that such value ‘cannot be maintained by keeping it a secret.‘ As such, the question was not one of copyright, but one of unfair competition in business; that is, ‘not so much the rights of either party as against the public but their rights as between themselves.‘ The Court could accordingly ‘hardly fail to recognize‘ that the news ‘must be regarded as quasi property, irrespective of the rights of either as against the public.‘ In other words, while the AP did not necessarily have a copyright to the ‘history of the day,’ it had a quasi-property right in the ‘hot news’ it acquired and disseminated such that the INS could not simply pilfer it from bulletin boards.

Since ‚International News‘ and after numerous changes in United States copyright law, little remains of the hot news doctrine. Indeed, some variant of the hot news misappropriation doctrine is only recognized in five states.
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Even in those jurisdictions, the doctrine is extremely limited. For example, in *National Basketball Association v. Motorola, Inc.*, 105 F.3d 841 (2d Cir. 1997), a case relating to Motorola’s alleged misappropriation of NBA sports scores, the Second Circuit limited the hot news doctrine by providing an exceedingly narrow test for elements of a hot news claim:

In our view, the elements central to an [International News] claim are:

(i) the plaintiff generates or collects information at some cost or expense;
(ii) the value of the information is highly time-sensitive;
(iii) the defendant’s use of the information constitutes free-riding on the plaintiff’s costly efforts to generate or collect it;
(iv) the defendant’s use of the information is in direct competition with a product or service offered by the plaintiff;
(v) the ability of other parties to free-ride on the efforts of the plaintiff would so reduce the incentive to produce the product or service that its existence or quality would be substantially threatened.60

A more recent Second Circuit case on the subject, *Barclays Capital Inc. v. Theflyonthewall.com, Inc.*, 650 F.3d 876 (2nd Cir. 2011), reveals the difficulties in enforcing the ‘hot news’ doctrine in the modern age. In *Barclays*, defendant Theflyonthewall.com (‘Fly’) – an aggregator of the recommendations of security firms – used a variety of techniques to acquire securities recommendations issued by Barclays.61 The Second Circuit found that the majority of Barclays’ claims were preempted by copyright law and were therefore not amenable to a claim of hot news misappropriation and that, in any event, Fly was not free-riding: ‘the Firms seek only to protect their Recommendations, something they create using their expertise and experience rather than acquire through efforts akin to reporting … Fly, having obtained news of a Recommendation, is hardly selling the Recommendation ‘as its own’.62 The Second Circuit provided a counterexample of activity that would give rise to a hot news misappropriation claim:

[i]f a Firm were to collect and disseminate to some portion of the public facts about securities recommendations in the brokerage industry … and were Fly to copy the facts contained in the Firm’s hypothetical service, it might be liable.63

The ‘hot news’ doctrine has nonetheless been a favorite of commentators identifying flaws in modern copyright law, in effect using it as an escape valve for perceived inequity. For example, numerous articles have been written arguing for and against the applicability of the hot news doctrine to Internet news aggregation.64 Still others have argued that the doctrine could extend to so-called ‘Big Data’ in the finance industry to prevent smaller financial firms from ‘scraping’ financial data.65 Where copyright tends to fail, commentators look to the hot news doctrine to protect authors from practices perceived to be unfair.

4. World Chess and the protectability of game moves

The chess world has seemingly brought back discussion of the ‘hot news’ doctrine, albeit with an interesting twist: asserting the ‘hot news’ doctrine to protect game moves.

In *World Chess US, Inc. v. Chessgames Services LLC*, No. 1:16-CV-08629 (S.D.N.Y. November 11, 2016), plaintiff World Chess, a company in the business of organizing chess tournaments, sued various website competitors to prevent the alleged hot news misappropriation of a November 11, 2016 chess tournament.66 The defendants, who operated websites like Chess24.com, would copy and replay, in real time, chess moves made in tournaments such as those organized by World Chess.67 Chess24 and the other defendants did not copy live video, commentary, or any copyrightable material besides the chess moves themselves.68 For viewers interested in merely seeing a chessboard and moves in real time, defendants thereby, arguably, provided a substantially similar experience to that of World Chess.69 A comparison of Chess24’s chess viewer and World Chess’s viewer is provided below.70

Per World Chess, such activity ‘constitute[ed] free riding on World Chess’s significant and costly efforts to organize, publicize, and disseminate major chess tournaments.’71
In a decision and order issued November 22, 2016, District Judge Victor Marrero of the Southern District of New York rebuked World Chess’s free-riding allegations: ‘the evidence presented indicates that Chess24 digests factual information about the Championship from secondary sources and creates its own website content at great expense.’

Citing National Basketball Association and Barclays Capital, the Court found that ‘it is well-established that sports scores and events, like players’ moves in the Championship, are facts not protectable by copyright.

World Chess may have been a relatively easy case given the facts, but one suggesting a more difficult and interesting question: what if the ‘facts’ (that is, the chess moves) had been significantly more granular? Could there be some form of gameplay, whether physical or digital, that lends itself to recording movements so intricate and specific such that they capture the copyrightable aspects of a performance, rather than the mere facts thereof? Chess moves are simplistic; the process of describing chess moves (called chess notation) is simple enough to perform verbally. In contrast, the intricate details of physical movement in a sport, such as the exact movement of every muscle in a baseball player’s body, are far too complex to be accurately described using any form of notation. What if a recording of such physical movement could be made, to the extent that it was perfectly captured in every respect?

The concept of perfectly duplicating a creative physical performance may best be explained by imagining a hypothetical basketball game. As noted above, in National Basketball Association v. Motorola, Inc., the Second Circuit acknowledged a ‘general understanding’ that ‘athletic events were, and are, uncopyrightable’ and held that ‘factual information culled from broadcasts’ were not amenable to copyright protection.

Indeed, it seems fairly uncontroversial that sports scores and facts, such as the fact that a player shot a 3-pointer at a certain time, are not amenable to copyright protection. Further, even extremely granular facts – such as ‘Michael Jordan placed his left foot on the free throw line at 9:31:02 PM EST’ – seem unlikely to be subject to copyright protection. But what if Michael Jordan’s exact movements could be recorded and duplicated to an atomic level of specificity? Imagine, for example, a supercomputer and array of sensors configured to exactly record every single miniscule movement of Michael Jordan, such that every move could be reproduced, to an atomic degree, in a simulation. Would such granularity and specificity rise above mere ‘fact’ and become a copyright-protected fixture of his performance, such that exact reproduction of the performance could be made, to the extent that it was perfectly captured in every respect?
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therefrom were copyright infringement? After all, there is a significant distinction between describing the broader facts of a performance (e.g. ‘The actor walked to stage left’) versus capturing minute details enabling an exact or near-exact replica of the performance (e.g. the atomic-level motion capture set forth above). Would a company infringe Michael Jordan’s copyright in his performance?44 if it made available this fine-grained information, enabling an exactly perfect 3D rendered reproduction of his gameplay performance?79

This question may depend on how a copyright-ineligible ‘fact’ is defined, but such a bar appears easily overcome. Even if one were to construe all inputs as facts, courts must ‘focus on the manner in which … collected facts have been selected, coordinated, and arranged.’80 In other words, while a few repeated presses of a ‘W’ key on a keyboard seems far from creative, a fair argument may be made that a lengthy series of key presses effectuating a complex in-game performance would be remarkably different and might more likely entail a significantly greater degree of creativity, however minimal.81

Moreover, this question admittedly goes far beyond the ‘hot news’ doctrine. As discussed above, the ‘hot news’ doctrine is extremely fact-specific and limited, and the underlying motivation of preventing free-riding from collected facts seems inapplicable. And, while cases like World Chess may have purported to use the ‘hot news’ doctrine to protect game moves, such a strategy seems ineffective. Rather, the question presented herein is simpler: whether existing United States copyright law might arguably protect such input streams already.

The aforementioned question is not intended to suggest that the court in World Chess was incorrect. Rather, it is to suggest that there may be a spectrum such that particular forms of game capture and reproducibility may be uniquely copyright-eligible and that rights in such performances belong to the performers (that is, the players of the game). Game scores and championship results, for instance, may be at one side of the ‘fact-versus-copyrightable’ spectrum: few would argue they would ever be amenable to copyright protection. Somewhere in the middle of such a spectrum may be gameplay information from chess games and poker games, wherein description of discrete moves is easy and the number of moves themselves are significantly limited. World Chess and similar cases have held, and we do not dispute, that such information is not copyright-eligible. At the very end of such a spectrum might be eSports or the aforementioned supercomputer, wherein extremely complex gameplay facts may be captured, measured, and perfectly duplicated. Such input data may, like source code input to a compiler, perfectly create the same output in every instance. This extreme end of the spectrum is uniquely amenable to copyright protection, relative to other, lower-fidelity forms of gameplay and/or game reporting, such as the game moves in World Chess. In other words, the granularity offered by an input stream, as fixed in a tangible medium, is sufficient to fully capture the creative expression and is thereby copyright-eligible, just like the piano roll of old.83

(i). Copyrightability of gameplay performances

Even assuming that technology exists to perfectly capture every movement of Michael Jordan, it is not immediately obvious that Michael Jordan would have a copyright in his activity during a basketball game. After all, a player (usually, and sometimes capriciously) ‘performs’ based on the rules of the game being played. Formula One driver Sebastian Vettel arguably does not seek to drive his car to be original, he drives his car to be faster than his competition. At least in theory, Sebastian Vettel’s driving should not represent anything original or creative, but rather a human-limited attempt at driving perfectly given vehicle limitations, the properties of the track being raced on, the presence of other drivers, and the like. The converse applies as well: a touchdown dance performed by an American football player is arguably a creative work entirely unrelated to (and, sometimes, in violation of) game rules.84 And, in any event, even if such performances were amenable to copyright,
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a player’s copyright in their performance is likely best considered a work-for-hire for their respective team. 

Regrettably, the U.S. Copyright Office is far from clear in defining what type of physical activity, as choreography, may be copyright-eligible. Take, for example, a quintessentially creative activity: dance choreography. Choreography, the ‘composition and arrangement of a related series of dance movements,’85 is explicitly amenable to copyright protection.86 But the amenability of choreography to copyright is limited: the Copyright Office has stated that ‘[r]egistrable choreographic works are typically intended to be executed by skilled performers before an audience’ such that ‘celebratory end zone dance move[s],’ ‘simple routines,’ ‘social dances’ are not ‘distinct works of authorship,’ even if they ‘contain a substantial amount of creative expression.’87 In other words, the U.S. Copyright Office views the originality of a work in terms of the sum of its parts: ‘[a] compilation of social dances, simple routines, or other uncopyrightable movements may not qualify as a compilation if the author’s selection, coordination, or arrangement of steps or movements does not result in an expressive or compositional whole that constitutes copyrightable subject matter.’88 Unfortunately, this statement does little but beg the question of what defines an ‘expressive or compositional whole that constitutes copyrightable subject matter.’89 After all, what if the celebratory end zone dance move were extensively choreographed beforehand?90 What defines the line between a ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ dance routine? When is a dance, even a social dance using a fixed number of dance moves, not at least minimally creative?

Independent of the lack of clarity at the U.S. Copyright Office, game play performances associated with video games seem precisely the kind of material which should be protected by copyright for several reasons.

First, performances – including video game performances – are almost certainly ‘original works of authorship.’ Though limited in a variety of dimensions (e.g. the control scheme of a video game), video game performances entail intentional movements which result in the authorship of some result, be it a ‘Play of the Game’ in Blizzard Entertainment’s Overwatch or movement entirely unrelated to a goal in a game in Riot Games’ League of Legends. And, while such video game performance works must be ‘independently created by the author,’91 this does not suggest that video game performances are outright copyright-ineligible; rather, merely that such performances cannot be duplicates of other performances.92

Second, video game performances almost certainly have ‘some minimal degree of creativity.’93 The creativity requirement in copyright law is ‘extremely low’ such that even a ‘slight amount’ of creative expression will suffice.94 If a creative work can be generated on a piano keyboard, it stands to reason that a creative performance could be created using a keyboard, mouse, or gamepad, even if arguably limited by the rules of a game.95 And, while it may seem somewhat silly to suggest that all movements in League of Legends are creative, it seems almost equally silly to conclude that all series of movements in League of Legends lack even a ‘minimal degree of creativity.’ For instance, a player moving their character around a game field in an arbitrary manner to waste time may be creative, even if uninteresting. Indeed, the use of game input has been used to create entire movies (sometimes called ‘Machinima’96), such as Rooster Teeth’s ‘Red Versus Blue.’97 In contrast, chess moves are arguably not particularly creative or expressive, but oftentimes reflect a selection of one of a plurality of options based on a player’s strategic goals. Third, video game performances are easily ‘fixed in any tangible medium of expression.’ Indeed, because video games are inherently digital, such fixation is in fact easier than the fixation of, say, a choreographed dance. As discussed above, gameplay input is readily recorded in video games and stored in computer files.
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Even if such input data were translated into hex codes and recorded on paper, this analysis would not change: after all, it makes no difference what the form, manner, or medium of fixation may be. Indeed, underpinning our conclusion herein that input streams should be copyright eligible lies a recognition that such recorded input streams may be one form of the requisite tangible fixation of the copyright-eligible gameplay.

(ii). Ownership of copyright in game play performance

We argue herein that ownership of such a limited copyright over input streams should vest in the player of the game itself. However, existing precedent does not necessarily lead to this result. In Micro Star v. FormGen, the Ninth Circuit held that third-party created custom maps for Duke Nukem 3D were infringing derivative works, and thus any copyrights would be held by the game’s rights owner. This holding was based on findings that the maps had a definite form (that is, map files on a CD-ROM and/or the audiovisual displays generated therefrom) and that the maps supplanted Duke Nukem 3D content. Input streams appear to, at least initially, be somewhat analogous to those Duke Nukem 3D maps: after all, as discussed above, such streams may be stored (and/or create audiovisual displays) and, at least theoretically, may be used to supplant eSports games. As such, one may argue that input streams are derivative works of video games as, indeed, players are arguably authorized to create non-infringing ‘derivative works’ vis-à-vis their input in a game creating gameplay output. But our argument need not entail derivative works. As discussed herein, the copyright protection of input streams should be limited to the input alone, rather than extending to the broader displays/output of the game itself. In other words, a video game player should have a limited copyright in their key presses as stored, for example, in packets, but only that – not, for example, a video recording of their gameplay that uses in-game assets, in the bare facts of a game (e.g. the score), or the like. That input stream (as network packets or otherwise) may only be useful in the context of the video game, but may enjoy independent copyright protection divorced from the video game played. The existence of a superior copyright in the rendered visuals vested in a game company should change little: even if the rights of a player in their input stream as separated from the game itself are extremely minimal, such ownership may be sufficient to provide necessary incentives to foster the continued growth of a diverse eSports scene.

Vesting ownership of input streams in game creators (and not players), as may be suggested by Micro Star, would accomplish little in terms of ‘prom[o]t[ing] the progress of … useful arts’. The creator of a game has an unquestioned right to many parts of a game (e.g. game art and music), such that input streams are likely only valuable to the extent permitted by the creator of the game. Indeed, any arguably derivative copyright based on a videogame is subject to the copyright of the game owner itself. For example, in Blizzard Entertainment v. Lilith Games (Shanghai) Co., the court reasoned that independently-submitted heroes to third party title DotA Allstars were no more than parts of the larger work that was Blizzard’s Warcraft III (and the original Defense of the Ancients mod).

In contrast, vesting ownership of input streams in players creating those input streams provides valuable protection for those players, particularly in the context of competing third party leagues. Viewers of eSports tournaments are not merely interested in the game itself (which, of course, they may play themselves), but in the gameplay of other players. While players may have little reason to complain that a game creator uses their input streams in various ways, such players may object to other players or websites using their input streams. Vesting ownership of a copyright in input streams in players may thereby provide those players valuable control over their gameplay: they may, at minimum, be able to control which third party eSports leagues use their input

100 The question of whether the end result of a video game (e.g. the ephemeral ‘creative work’ that is the execution of a video game in a particular game-play session) is copyrightable may best be suited for a separate article.
101 See U.S. Const., Art I, Section 8, Cl. 8.
102 There is ‘no dispute that video games are generally copyrightable’, though some may dispute whether certain aspects of video games are copyrightable. See, e.g., Michael E. Davis v. Elec. Arts, Inc., No. 10-CV-03328-RS at *3–4 (N.D. Cal. December 11, 2017) (game play itself not fixed in a tangible medium of expression). For instance, some have argued that games, standing alone, are systems and are therefore uncopyrightable. See Bruce E. Boyden, ‘Games and Other Uncopyrightable Systems’ (2011) 18 George Mason L. Rev. 439. This conclusion might suggest that input streams corresponding to such games are not subject to and/or derivative of the copyright of the game creator; however, such a conclusion might be of little value in practice: what good is an input stream without copyrightable assets, such as in-game art and music?
streams. Granting players this right may provide benefits to third party leagues as well, since they will be able to obtain an effective assignment of those rights and therefore be able to exclude competitors from copying streams of their competitions. This is quite dissimilar to traditional performances, which are not so readily duplicated: whereas an NFL player may rest safely knowing that, for example, Vince McMahon may never duplicate their in-game performance in the XFL, the same does not apply to an eSports player, where a competing league or website may very readily exactly duplicate their performances.

An analogy may be drawn to the piano roll cases of the early 20th century. In White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co., the Supreme Court wrestled with the question of whether piano rolls – that is, rolls of perforated paper which made player pianos play music – infringed the copyright of composers’ sheet music. Like modern input streams, the piano rolls were merely sets of instruction which, when executed by a player piano, reproduced some creative work. While the Court found that the rolls were not ‘copies within the meaning of the copyright act,’ such a finding is almost certainly mooted by the modern Copyright Act (which is significantly broader and format-agnostic). But, importantly, the Court’s discussion focused on whether the piano roll would infringe copyright in the corresponding musical composition. The Court did not propose that the piano roll would infringe some intellectual property rights of the player piano—just the composition. In other words, the underlying content mattered more than the mechanism with which the content was reproduced.

In the context of our eSports discussion, input stream data is like a player piano roll, with game software more akin to a player piano than any protected expression infringed by the piano roll. Game software, like a player piano, may be subject to a wide range of intellectual property protection. But an input stream does not necessarily infringe the copyright of software: rather, it reflects the creative expression of a player using the software, much in the same way a piano roll reflects the creative expression of a composer rather than the manufacturer of the player piano. In other words, input stream data comprises the creative and expressive performance of a player via a game, rather than the creative work of the game itself. Accordingly, like how a piano roll may entail the rights of the creator of a musical composition but not the rights of the creator of a player piano, input stream data may entail the rights of a player of a game but not the rights of the creator of a game.

(iii). Enforcement of gameplay copyrights

Assuming that game performances were amenable to at least a minimal form of copyright protection, would players or game companies thereby have a right to protect their input streams from unauthorized use, at least from other players or websites besides the game creator?

This question isn’t theoretical: the gaming community has already begun developing tools which enable the analysis and replication of others’ video game input recordings. A tool known as ‘Baron Replays’ once allowed League of Legends players to record and duplicate their games; however, as of this article, it appears that Riot Games has shut down the Baron Replays website and permanently banned many of the tool’s users. Similarly, a user named Devilks has developed a web browser-based tool to analyze Dota 2 replays. An user named AkiVer recently created a Counter-Strike: Global Offensive ‘Demos Manager,’ a tool which allows users to, inter alia, retrieve score data, player information, track grenades thrown, and generate heat maps of gameplay movements from game recordings. It seems almost a matter of time before more tools to analyze and utilize replays are developed—potentially a growing concern for game companies seeking to maintain close control over their games.

One might argue that the aforementioned tools violate other copyrights or trademarks, such as the rights in the game’s artwork and other assets, and that an alleged copyright over an input stream need not be required for companies to protect their games and for players to protect their gameplay. But this perspective is myopic. It is no secret that games like Riot Games’
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108 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (which, unlike the applicable law at the time of White-Smith, provides that ‘[c]opyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression’) (emphasis added).
League of Legends, Valve Software’s Dota 2, and other MOBA titles are in fierce competition. Moreover, as BlueHole Studio has recently learned vis-à-vis Epic Games’ apparent duplication of the gameplay in Player Unknown: Battlegrounds, game genres and modes are far from protectable. What if a new entrant in the MOBA market independently developed a new game with entirely original artwork, maps, and characters which, when fed input data from Dota 2, produced almost exactly the same gameplay albeit using the new artwork, maps, and characters? Absent a copyright in the input stream data, these cloned games could recreate a player’s expressive performance without fear of reprisal.

Relatedly, it is not necessarily the case that game software (or, in turn, a game creator’s copyrights) need be involved to stream input. Numerous tools exist to record key strokes and mouse movement to, for example, generate heat maps of mouse movement. Should a player truly desire, they could track their gameplay inputs without ever involving gameplay software and using similar tools. As such, it is not necessarily the case that input data streaming requires permission from the game creator.

An example of a different type of tool that might not violate copyrights in the game itself but which may use gameplay input data is patented as U.S. Patent No. 7,500,916, ‘Game Strategy Analysis Tool Generating a Two Dimensional Image Overlaid with Telemetry Data.’ Per the patent:

Game session telemetry data corresponding to a first player-character is received from a game playing device. The first player-character is controlled by a user of the playing device. The game session telemetry data is stored in a database for subsequent querying by a user. Based on the user query, a two dimensional image is generated, where the two dimensional image depicts a first view of the simulated environment overlaid with the queried telemetry data. The overlaid telemetry data is placed in the two dimensional image at an approximate location of each event to which the overlaid telemetry data corresponds.

In other words, game events (e.g. from Bungie’s Halo: Combat Evolved) are stored via game session telemetry data, and this data is later provided in a digestible format. Might a player (or, more likely, an eSports tournament organizer to whom the player has assigned rights) be able to object to his game play performance being utilized in such a manner by third parties? Could Bungie do anything about such analysis if it carefully avoided using Bungie’s existing copyrights or trademarks? Absent some form of protection of input streams, the answer seems to be no.

5. An argument for a limited extension of copyright

A particularly strong argument may be made that, under existing United States copyright law, input streams are copyrightable, at least to the extent that such input streams correspond to a copyright-eligible video game performance. A legal regime to the contrary would accomplish little other than ignoring modern technological developments and potentially impeding the growth of the eSports industry.

As discussed above, input streams are increasingly being used to supplant and/or replace video streams and video recordings of eSports gameplay. Such video streams and video recordings of gameplay are almost unquestionably copyright-eligible — why then, should input information be any different? Should copyright truly hinge on whether one can watch gameplay via a H.264 video played in multimedia software or via an input stream in a game client?

A rational application of existing copyright law counsels for the protection of input streams, at least to the extent that they may perfectly reproduce extremely complex input which may not be so readily summarized as mere fact. By way of example, video game website Giant Bomb can remain free to report on facts that occurred in a video game (e.g. that Jeff Gerstmann got a ‘Chicken Dinner’ in Player Unknown’s Battlegrounds), but should not be free to compete with Valve Corporation’s The International by selling the exact input data from the tournament as distributed by Valve.

A limited copyright over input streams need not suggest a broadened hot news doctrine (or, indeed,
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application of the hot news doctrine at all), nor suggest that the reporting of gameplay information (e.g. a radio broadcast describing a football game) is copyright infringement of player performances. Rather, the key is that input data such as that used in Valve Software’s Counter-Strike: Global Offensive allows for the exact duplication of gameplay,120 which itself may be a copyright-eligible performance. The fact that one player in Counter-Strike: Global Offensive shot another is far from copyright-eligible; an exact recording of every player’s movement throughout a game is a different question.

That video gameplay input is, usually, a series of mouse movements and key presses cannot and should not defeat copyright eligibility. It might seem silly, for example, to argue that the press of a piano key is copyrightable, but a song – played on a piano and based on a series of key presses – is copyrightable,121 as is a recording of key inputs (e.g. a MIDI file) which, when processed by a computer, duplicates such key presses.122 Thus, to the extent that a game performance is at least minimally copyright-eligible, the fact that a game performance comprises and is recorded via a series of computer inputs cannot defeat copyright eligibility. As a type of recording in a tangible medium, sufficient to enable reproduction of the copyright-eligible performance, it is reasonable to extend copyright protection to the recorded input stream.

Of course, copyright protection over input data must be carefully limited to avoid abuse. Extending copyright protection to arbitrary input commands would scarcely benefit anyone and merely fill the world with possible infringement traps. For example, a professional player should not be able to claim a copyright over a particularly efficacious series of inputs that provide the player with an advantage, isolated from the rest of the gameplay performance.123 Admittedly, this may be a difficult line to draw, particularly with games such as Counter-Strike: Global Offensive which required that player transfer their limited copyright interests to Ubisoft. Nevertheless, provision of some form of copyright to players does not impede the ability of game creators to develop, promote, and/or control third party leagues. A game creator’s copyrights and terms of service already provide the game creator with the ability to control how a game may be used by third party leagues. As such, while a copyright in input streams may allow a player to prevent unauthorized third parties from using their input, their rights only go that far.

As already suggested above, a reasonable argument could be made that all gameplay, whether recorded or not, should simply be ineligible for copyright protection. The ‘well-established’124 rule that sports scores and players’ moves are not copyright-eligible arises at least in part from a recognition that significant harm would likely result from allowing monopolies over facts such the score of a local basketball game or a particular play in a football game. While this paper discusses the possibility that unauthorized individuals may use input stream data to provide competing video streams of popular eSports titles, it is admittedly more likely that input streams would be downloaded and used by passionate fans seeking to watch exciting eSports matches and learn new strategies. Should such a passionate fan be sued for copyright infringement if they download and watch an input stream of their favorite Dota 2 player without permission from that player or from the game developer? It seems like a bad idea, even from a public relations perspective, for a game company to unnecessarily limit their fans’ ability to enjoy their games.

Furthermore, the likelihood that anyone could or would be capable of using input data to compete with an eSports game is all but de minimis. Assume, for example, that a nefarious company sought to compete with Valve Software’s Counter-Strike: Global Offensive by duplicating the streams from popular eSports tournaments. What would said company do with the streams?

121 As, at least, a musical work. See 17 U.S.C. § 102(2).
123 Indeed, to the extent such movements provide utility within the game, they might be copyright ineligible as being primarily functional in nature.
Use of the streams along with in-game assets (e.g. in-game artwork or models) would infringe the copyright of the game assets themselves. Would players actually want to watch a game based on input streams from a popular video game but without the popular video game’s assets by using, for example, some form of a third party program? Such a result seems unlikely. It seems significantly more likely that the gaming community would meet such an attempt at free riding with vitriol.

Encouraging, via copyright protection, companies to more freely broadcast input streams may have an added, more pragmatic benefit: network efficiency. Third party eSports leagues should not have to elect lossy and/or laggy video streaming to avoid the possibility that their competitors may acquire and misuse their input streams, particularly since, as discussed above, input streaming may be significantly more bandwidth-efficient.

A limited copyright over input streams, as owned by players, may particularly help protect third party eSports leagues. Should, for example, a popular third party league develop around custom Counter-Strike: Global Offensive matches, it is possible that others (e.g. competing leagues) may seek to re-broadcast such matches through use of input streams. Protecting such input streams through copyright law and vesting such copyright in players may allow such leagues to better establish ownership over aspects of their matches—subject, of course, to the rights of the game creator. Such ownership may be necessary to make such competitions economically viable. Indeed, as game creators already have a wealth of rights (e.g. copyrights and trademarks) in their titles which they may use against infringers, third party leagues may be the primary beneficiaries of recognizing copyright protection in input streams. Absent such protection, a third party league with no exclusive relationship with the game creator may find themselves without any recourse when a rival site begins redistributing replays of their hosted games, à la World Chess.

During the authorship of this very article, a similar issue arose with regard to Valve Software’s Dota 2. In late 2017 and early 2018, the Electronic Sports League (the ‘ESL’) made Facebook its main broadcast partner. As such, viewers would have to use Facebook’s streaming services to watch certain ESL games, as the ESL-Facebook agreement allegedly prevented broadcasting on Facebook and Twitch simultaneously. The Dota 2 community, openly skeptical of this partnership, began to use Twitch to broadcast ESL’s games (as reproduced in their game client, rather than via Facebook) instead. The ESL responded by sending out Digital Millennium Copyright Act (‘DMCA’) takedown notices to the Twitch streamers, asserting ownership of the games and the corresponding streams. Valve was forced to step in, asserting its ownership of Dota 2:

The first issue we’ve been seeing discussed is regarding DMCA notices. This one is very simple: No one besides Valve is allowed to send DMCA notices for games streamed off of DotaTV that aren’t using the broadcasters’ unique content (camera movements, voice, etc).

The second issue is regarding who is permitted to cast off of DotaTV. We designed the DotaTV guidelines to be flexible in order to allow for up and coming casters, or community figures like BSJ or Bulldog that occasionally watch tournament games on their channel, to be able to stream off of DotaTV. It is not to allow commercial organizations like BTS to compete with the primary stream. It’ll be our judgment alone on who violates this guideline and not any other third party’s.

While Valve Software’s response appears to have calmed the concerns of Dota 2 streamers for the time being, the issue remains: game leagues need protection from their competitors, even if their copyrights are indeed subject to the copyrights of, for example, game developers. In sum, if input streams were not amenable to copyright protection, the eSports industry – and, in particular, third party eSports leagues – may be inhibited or outright harmed. Without a clear delineation of ownership as to input streams, third party leagues or competing websites may be emboldened to pilfer from other leagues, and others may elect to stream significant game matches via video, rather than arguably more efficient input streams. In other words, little would be gained, and much would be put at unnecessary risk.

6. Conclusion

The granularity offered by an input stream, as fixed in a tangible medium, is sufficient to fully capture the creative expression of gameplay performances and is arguably
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thereby copyright-eligible. Such input stream copyrights should vest in the player, not the creator of the game itself. As strange as it may seem to protect series of keystrokes and mouse clicks, much is to be gained from protecting video game input streams, though the copyright eligibility of an input stream must be no greater than the copyright eligibility of the performance captured.

There are significant benefits to providing a limited copyright over video game-generated input streams. At minimum, third party leagues and players may feel freer to distribute input data, safe with the knowledge that they could stop those misusing input data for unauthorized purposes. And, as discussed above, game companies would not be harmed: they already have a wealth of intellectual property rights at their disposal, all superior to whatever minimal rights correspond to a copyright in an input stream.

Conversely, and as discussed above, if copyright protection is not extended to input streams, at least two negative consequences could arise. First, should individuals (e.g. third-party eSports leagues) continue to use input streams in lieu of video broadcasting for eSports titles, such individuals could quickly find others repurposing their input streams and diverting some of the economic benefits associated with the event. Second, should individuals avoid broadcasting input streams in order to prevent such nefarious behavior, unnecessary time and bandwidth may be used to broadcast gameplay via video instead. Third, to the extent otherwise permitted, third party leagues may be unable to properly monetize the input streams of their work, thereby inhibiting the growth of such leagues.

Various strategies must be explored to proactively assert copyright protection over eSports games. For instance, eSports may benefit from a copyright warning. Major League Baseball famously begins television broadcasts with warnings that the copyrighted telecast ‘may not be reproduced or retransmitted in any form, and the accounts and descriptions of this game may not be disseminated without express written consent.’

While the effectiveness of such warnings is questionable, the eSports industry must nonetheless explore such strategies as competition becomes increasingly probable.

The beauty of copyright law is that it is flexible, and thus well-positioned to protect the growing eSports industry. eSports is but one issue of many which has arisen as a result of technological developments, and many more are likely to follow. In such circumstances, very little harm is likely to come from providing minimal copyright protection, and yet significant harm may occur should copyright protection not be provided.

132 Some have argued that such warnings are ineffective. See Kirk Biglione, ‘Warning: Those Copyright Warnings May Not Be Entirely Accurate’, MediaLoper (August 2, 2007), available at http://medialoper.com/warning-those-copyright-warnings-may-not-be-entirely-accurate.
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